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EMMANUEL CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY SCHOOL 
Statement by Member for Girrawheen 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen) [12.53 pm]: Last week I had the privilege of acting as principal for the day at 
Emmanuel Christian Community School. This is an annual event where the Girrawheen school showcases its 
activities by asking a community leader to adopt a hands-on perspective.  

The school has 247 students from kindy to year 7. I participated in the normal school day, which started at 
8.30 am with a scripture reading and the national anthem. I attended classes from kindy through to year 7 and 
undertook playground duty at lunchtime. It was a wonderful day. It was a real pleasure to be surrounded by 
dedicated and professional staff, and by students with inquiring and lively minds. Indonesian classes, maths, 
Latin lessons, singing a few songs and even performing a chicken dance were all on the agenda! The students 
asked me all kinds of questions about my job and role as a parliamentarian. Some questions were more probing 
than I had ever experienced in question time or from a journalist. The year 7 students were also asked to identify 
an important issue in their local community. Their wide-ranging answers demonstrated an appreciation for 
complex and difficult community dilemmas. From what I have seen, I am sure there are some budding 
politicians in the midst of the year 7s. But, of more importance, throughout the school were children with 
steadfast standards and values and a love of learning.  

The experience was extremely rewarding and I thank all the staff and students for their warm welcome and 
kindness, in particular Principal Pedro Cruz, Deputy Principal Marilyn Bull, languages other than English 
teacher Yvonne Smith, and special needs teacher Sue Symons.  
 


